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        SNB to Favor Building Up Capital Over Payouts, Schlegel Says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank must prioritize rebuilding its capital over making payouts to the government, according to Vice President Martin Schlegel, the frontrunner to become the country’s next central bank chief. “The current ratio of equity capital to balance sheet total remains low on account of the high loss in 2022,” Schlegel said…            
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        Georgians protest outside parliament against ‘Russian law’ on foreign agents    
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                TBILISI (Reuters) – Several thousand protesters rallied outside Georgia’s parliament on Tuesday, denouncing government plans to resurrect a bill requiring groups funded from abroad to register as foreign agents, which they likened to Russia’s suppression of dissent. The ruling Georgian Dream party announced last week it intends to bring back the bill, which it abandoned…            
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        March marks yet another record in global heat    
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                By Kate Abnett BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The world just experienced its warmest March on record, capping a 10-month streak in which every month set a new temperature record, the European Union’s climate change monitoring service said on Tuesday. Each of the last 10 months ranked as the world’s hottest on record, compared with the corresponding…            
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        Harris completes steadfast journey to become Ireland’s youngest premier    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) – When Simon Harris made headlines in his local County Wicklow newspaper in 2003 for criticising the government, the future Irish prime minister was described as “a well-known local activist”. He was 16 years old. Harris on Tuesday became Ireland’s youngest ever premier, an ascent that while swift owing to…            
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        Simon Harris elected new Irish PM, promising ‘new ideas, energy’    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) – Simon Harris became Ireland’s youngest ever prime minister on Tuesday, pledging to bring new ideas and energy to the less than 12 months he has boost the coalition government’s bid to halt a first electoral victory by left-wing Sinn Fein. The 37-year-old former health and higher education minister, best…            
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        Ukraine’s Zelenskiy checks Kharkiv fortifications as Russia intensifies attacks    
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                KHARKIV, Ukraine (Reuters) – Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy inspected lines of fortifications in the northeastern Kharkiv region on Tuesday and issued a fresh appeal for military support to protect the country’s second largest city from intensified attacks. Zelenskiy visited the city, 30 km (18 miles) from the Russian border, and the surrounding region, amid what…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ukraine’s Zelenskiy checks Kharkiv fortifications as Russia intensifies attacks        
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        Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet Palestinian demands, but is under review    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) -Hamas said on Tuesday that an Israeli proposal on a ceasefire in their war in Gaza did not meet the demands of Palestinian militant factions, but it would study the offer further and deliver its response to mediators. The proposal was handed to the Palestinian Islamist movement by Egyptian and…            
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        Top Oil Traders Are Getting More Bullish by the Day    
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                (Bloomberg) — The world’s biggest commodity traders are increasingly confident of a bullish oil market into the second half of the year after prices pierced $90 a barrel for the first time in months.  At an annual gathering in Lausanne on the shore of Switzerland’s Lake Geneva, some of the most senior figures in commodities…            
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        Stocks Fall and Bonds Rise Before Inflation Data: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders making their final bets on Wednesday’s key inflation report sent stocks lower as bonds rebounded after a recent slide. Equities extended their April losses, with the S&P 500 dropping below 5,200. JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Wells Fargo & Co. — which are due to report earnings this week —…            
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        Niger coup risks jump in EU immigration, commissioner says    
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                By Nette Noestlinger BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Last year’s coup in Niger could bring about a surge in irregular arrivals to the European Union, Home Affairs Commissioner Ylva Johansson said on Tuesday, the eve of a key vote on overhauling the bloc’s migration rules ahead of a June election. The military junta that seized power in…            
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        Trump loses bid to delay hush money trial pending gag order appeal    
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                By Luc Cohen NEW YORK (Reuters) -A New York state appeals judge on Tuesday denied Donald Trump’s bid to delay his April 15 trial on criminal charges stemming from hush money paid to a porn star while the former U.S. president appeals a gag order in the case. Associate Justice Cynthia Kern issued the order…            
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        Mother, father of Michigan school shooter sentenced to up to 15 years in prison    
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                By Brad Brooks (Reuters) – The mother and father of a Michigan teen who shot and killed four classmates were each sentenced to 10 to 15 years in prison on Tuesday after a jury convicted them of manslaughter in a rare case of parents being held responsible in a school shooting. Jennifer and James Crumbley,…            
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        Russia, Kazakhstan evacuate over 100,000 people amid worst flooding in decades    
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                ORSK, Russia (Reuters) -Russia and Kazakhstan ordered more than 100,000 people to evacuate after swiftly melting snow swelled mighty rivers beyond bursting point in the worst flooding in the area for at least 70 years. The deluge of melt water overwhelmed scores of settlements in the Ural Mountains, Siberia and areas of Kazakhstan close to…            
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        Swiss women win landmark climate case at Europe top human rights court    
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                By Gloria Dickie, Kate Abnett and Christian Levaux STRASBOURG, France (Reuters) -Europe’s top human rights court ruled on Tuesday that the Swiss government had violated the human rights of its citizens by failing to do enough to combat climate change, in a decision that will set a precedent for future climate lawsuits. The European Court…            
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        UN nuclear watchdog’s board sets emergency meeting after Zaporizhzhia attacks    
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                By Francois Murphy VIENNA (Reuters) -The U.N. nuclear watchdog’s Board of Governors will hold an emergency meeting on Thursday at the request of both Ukraine and Russia to discuss attacks on the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, after the enemies accused each other of drone attacks. The International Atomic Energy Agency has said drones struck the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UN nuclear watchdog’s board sets emergency meeting after Zaporizhzhia attacks        
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        Slide in defence stocks knocks down Europe’s STOXX 600    
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                By Ankika Biswas, Johann M Cherian and Ozan Ergenay (Reuters) -A sell-off in defence stocks dragged Europe’s benchmark stock index lower on Tuesday, while investors braced for this week’s crucial U.S. inflation data and the European Central Bank’s monetary policy decision. The pan-European STOXX 600 index closed 0.6% lower, a day after notching its strongest…            
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        UK’s Cameron: Position on arms sales to Israel unchanged    
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                WASHINGTON (Reuters) – British foreign minister David Cameron said on Tuesday that Britain’s position on arms sales to Israel remained unchanged after the latest assessment of the government’s legal advice. “The latest assessment leave our position on export licences unchanged. This is consistent with the advice that I and other ministers have received,” Cameron said…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK’s Cameron: Position on arms sales to Israel unchanged        
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        Trump, UK’s Cameron discuss Ukraine, NATO spending in Florida meeting    
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                By Simon Lewis and Gram Slattery WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Donald Trump and British Foreign Secretary David Cameron had dinner on Monday at the Republican presidential candidate’s Florida home where they discussed the Ukraine war and “the need for NATO countries to meet their defense spending requirements,” Trump’s campaign said on Tuesday. The meeting kicked off a…            
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        Polish lawmaker who extinguished Hanukkah candles faces charges    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) – A Polish far-right lawmaker who used a fire extinguisher to put out Jewish Hanukkah candles in the country’s parliament has been charged with crimes including insulting people on religious grounds, state news agency PAP reported on Tuesday. Poland’s parliament had voted to remove the immunity from prosecution of Grzegorz B. from the…            
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        Soccer-Champions League host nations tighten security after Islamic State threats    
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                PARIS/MADRID (Reuters) -France and Spain will step up security ahead of the Champions League quarter-finals in Madrid and Paris on Tuesday and Wednesday nights, top officials said, as Islamic State threats cast a shadow over Europe’s top club soccer tournament. British police said they were aware of reports of threats and had a robust policing…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Soccer-Champions League host nations tighten security after Islamic State threats        
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